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Overview

• SIUE SPARK
• “Scholarly Publications and Repository
of Knowledge”

What is SPARK?

• SIUE’s Institutional Repository

• Central location to showcase institutional
output
• Documents are full-text indexed and
optimized for Google ranking (as well as
others)

What is SPARK?
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Articles
Books / Chapters
Image / image galleries
Audio / Video
Research data
Conference Proceedings
Presentations
“Gray” Literature – technical reports, manuals,
etc.

SPARK – Types of Content

• SIUE’s Institutional Repository

• Central location to showcase institutional
output
• Documents are full-text indexed and
optimized for Google ranking (as well as
others)

What is SPARK?

Google Scholar

• Increased visibility and access to scholarly
work
• Studies have shown increased visibility
leads to more citations over time
• Control over your online digital scholarly
identity

Benefits for Authors

Benefits for Authors
Gargouri Y, Hajjem C, Larivière V, Gingras Y, Carr L, Brody T, et al. (2010) Self-Selected or
Mandated, Open Access Increases Citation Impact for Higher Quality Research. PLoS ONE
5(10): e13636. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0013636

• Increased visibility and access to scholarly
work
• Studies have shown increased visibility
leads to more citations over time
• Control over your online digital scholarly
identity

Benefits for Authors

• Authors are emailed weekly readership
stats, and access to author dashboard for
more detail
• Stable, permanent, open access to articles,
data files, supporting documentation, and
other output
• Deposit ensures compliance with SIU OA
Policy

Benefits for Authors

SPARK – Monthly Report

SPARK – Author Dashboard

SPARK – Readership Map

• Authors are emailed weekly readership stats,
and access to author dashboard for more detail
• Stable, permanent, open access to articles, data
files, supporting documentation, images, and
other output
• Deposit ensures compliance with SIU OA Policy

Benefits for Authors

• Authors are emailed weekly readership stats,
and access to author dashboard for more detail
• Stable, permanent, open access to articles, data
files, supporting documentation, and other
output
• Deposit ensures compliance with SIU OA Policy

Benefits for Authors

• Approved by SIU Board of Trustees
December 11, 2014
• “It is the responsibility of faculty who have
not claimed a waiver to provide an
electronic version of the author’s postpeer-reviewed final article to the
appropriate university institutional
repository within 30 days of publication.”

Open Access Policy

• In most cases, we can publish the final
manuscript (ie, the Word document you
send to the editor after all changes are
completed) in SPARK
• “Green” Open Access
• Publish wherever you want to, deposit
manuscript

Open Access Policy

• spark.siue.edu - Click “Submit Research”
• Click “SIUE Faculty Research, Scholarship, and
Creative Activity”
• Log-in / Create account
• Review and accept Submission Agreement
• Fill in article information, attach file
• Click Submit
That’s it! We’ll review the submission, ensure
publisher requirements are met, and approve it for
posting, or contact you with any questions.

How to Deposit an Article

• Studies typically show a 25-250% OACA or
more
• “It is clear that open access articles are downloaded
far more than toll access articles.”

• libguides.siue.edu/spark

Final Thoughts

